Maryam Bakoshi: (11/18/2016 12:38) Dear all, welcome to the Meet the Candidate conffcall on Friday 18 November 2016
Rafik (Chair): (12:55) hello
Ines Hfaiedh: (12:56) Hi everyone!
Maryam Bakoshi: (12:57) Welcome all
Anna Loup: (12:57) Hello all
Raoul Plommer: (12:59) Hello there :)
Rafik (Chair): (12:59) we will start in few minutes, waiting for more people to join
Tatiana Tropina: (13:00) Hi all, I am dialing in on the phone bridge
Edward Morris: (13:01) Hello everybody. Great to see so many candidates - thank you all for running!
Joao Carlos Caribe: (13:01) Hello
Rafik (Chair): (13:02) echooo
Joao Carlos Caribe: (13:02) someone using open mic
Tatiana Tropina: (13:02) Noise... please mute :)
Joao Carlos Caribe: (13:02) is not my one
Shane Kerr: (13:02) Eagle, this is Houston, we have a problem with your microphone.
Rafik (Chair): (13:02) if you dont speak, please mute yourself
Joao Carlos Caribe: (13:04) please who are using open mic, mute it
Glenn McKnight: (13:04) no mic
Glenn McKnight: (13:06) Who is speaking?
Rafik (Chair): (13:06) farzaneh
Glenn McKnight: (13:07) thanks
Maryam Bakoshi: (13:08) ALL, PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME BEFORE SPEAKING FOR TRANSCRIPTION PURPOSES
Farzaneh Badii: (13:08) faint
Farzaneh Badii: (13:08) audio is faint
Maryam Bakoshi: (13:08) apologies for the caps
Glenn McKnight: (13:08) can't hear
Farzaneh Badii: (13:08) yes
Glenn McKnight: (13:08) still low
David Cake: (13:09) Connected via adobe, not working sorry
David Cake: (13:10) Dialing in
Benjamin Akinmoyeje (Nigeria): (13:10) Can you hear me
Joao Carlos Caribe: (13:10) no, check mic volume on app
Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (13:11) should questions be asked while candidates are speaking or after?
Ines Hfaiedh: (13:11) adobe
Maryam Bakoshi: (13:11) All, please dial in where possible
Ines Hfaiedh: (13:11) can you hear me?
Maryam Bakoshi: (13:11) if you require dial out please send me your number
Benjamin Akinmoyeje (Nigeria): (13:11) +2348033249474
Joao Carlos Caribe: (13:11) check you device mic and on app volume
Glenn McKnight: (13:11) yes
Farzaneh Badii: (13:11) Joao, lower your volume please :)
Glenn McKnight: (13:12) now too loud but i can hear him
David Cake: (13:12) I have dialled in now
Rafik (Chair): (13:12) either low or high, we need moderation :)
Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (13:15) is there a limit of time for candidates to speak?
Maryam Bakoshi: (13:15) 2 mins
Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (13:15) Maryam thanks
Joao Carlos Caribe: (13:16) Farzi, I have a super power mic ;-)
And a strong voice LOL
Farzaneh Badii: (13:16) :)
Joao Carlos Caribe: (13:17) To avoid waisting time and let me heard i put the mic on max, that's the real, sorry i
Tatiana Tropina: (13:18) I lost the sound on the bridge dialining in again
Maryam Bakoshi: (13:18) Thanks Tatiana
Tatiana Tropina: (13:19) sorry :( I probably said hello when they dialed me. Sorry :
Tatiana Tropina: (13:19) they had problems :)
Rafik (Chair): (13:20) @tatiana can you speak just after renata?
Tatiana Tropina: (13:20) absolutely
Tatiana Tropina: (13:20) I hope I don't get disconnected again
Maryam Bakoshi: (13:20) renata please round up... Thanks
Maryam Bakoshi: (13:20) *Renata
Kathy K: (13:22) Challenges, indeed!
Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (13:22) Sorry, tried to stick to it but my watch failed me here
Maryam Bakoshi: (13:23) Please candiates when you see me raise my hand, you have 30 secs to round up, thanks!
Tatiana Tropina: (13:23) I am placed on hold
Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (13:23) yes
Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (13:23) but there was a message - you've been placed on hold for me too
Carlos Gutierrez (Costa Rica): (13:25) sorry for late arrival
Tatiana Tropina: (13:25) Sorry for mess up with this *hold* thing, I don't now what happened :(
Maryam Bakoshi: (13:25) No worries Tatiana!
Tatiana Tropina: (13:25) :-)
Shane Kerr: (13:26) I'm surprised that nobody mentioned their committment to improving the state of Internet online conferencing. ;-)
Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (13:26) welcome carlos
Rafik (Chair): (13:26) @shane no sane person will commit to something like that :p
Rafik (Chair): (13:27) more seriously, we will raise the issue again with icann staff
Rafik (Chair): (13:27) regarding the quality of of conference calling
Tatiana Tropina: (13:27) @Shane, we had time constraints :D if I mention such a commitment I will peak for 30 min hehehe
Farzaneh Badii: (13:27) oh Shane of course we dont want to promise something futile!
Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (13:27) i actually should be in an IGF workshop titled "how to make remote participation sustainable"
Tatiana Tropina: (13:28) I don't even hope for sustainability, I would aim to make it at least less miserable
Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (13:29) kathy yes, challenges ahead also bring possibilities :)
Benjamin Akinmoyeje (Nigeria): (13:30) i am on the call
Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (13:30) tatiana oddly enough i think sustainable in this case means also to actually make the infrastructure work at a low cost, it's being proposed by Asia P. IGF
Shane Kerr: (13:31) @Renata: it can be free! sponsored by Facebook(tm). ;-)
Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (13:32) Shane oh yes, that was an idea well explored by them in Brazil last year
Joao Carlos Caribe: (13:33) So we must focus on election now
Maryam Bakoshi: (13:34) Benjamin Akinmoyeje is speaking
Ines Hfaiedh: (13:35) @Renata am interested to know how you managed to make LAC Youth that active in IG
Amr Elsadr: (13:35) <QUESTION> For regional EC candidates: How will you support NCUC members from your region in engaging with GNSO policy development work? For returning regional EC candidates: How have you done this in the past? <QUESTION>
Maryam Bakoshi: (13:36) All please add your question to the chat and I will pop it on the whitboard, thanks!
Robin Gross: (13:36) Greetings!
Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (13:37) Saludos, Robin
Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (13:37) y
Carlos Gutierrez (Costa Rica): (13:37) Happy Robin arrived after me....
 Carlos Gutierrez (Costa Rica): (13:38) <question> how can I put a question to any of the candidates who wants to answer?
 Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (13:38) thanks for the replies
Farzaneh and Ines
Amr Elsadr: (13:38) NCUC's membership is the most diverse within the GNSO. We already have a great deal of members from beyond NA and EU. They just are not active.
 Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (13:40) Raoul thanks
Tatiana Tropina: (13:40) I can start
David Cake: (13:40) I've very aware that the Asia Pacific/Australasia region is particularly difficult, with geographical challenges and slow to move towards functional regional institutions like a strong rIGF and a SIG.
 Farzaneh Badii: (13:40) So Amr, I don't have to answer?
 Edward Morris: (13:41) To Fari: ICANN provides the NCUC with a 1/3 time staff member. What ideas do you have for efficiently using this resource.
 Amr Elsadr: (13:41) @Farzi: Hehe. You're off the hook!! :D
Ines Hfaiedh: (13:41) to Renata: How can you make LAC youth more interested and engaged in NCUC
David Cake: (13:41) I've been talking to multiple groups about how to make a strong AP regional strategy for IG generally, I think that will help with NCUC as well. Some countries strong, but limited regional coordination makes it difficult for many. Tend to go via ALAC instead.
 Carlos Gutierrez (Costa Rica): (13:42) <Question to any of the candidates> If you would volunter to the Auction Proceeds CCWG, what would be your major objective for the use of those funds????
 Amr Elsadr: (13:43) Thanks Tanya.
Tatiana Tropina: (13:44) Amr, I dunno if this was convincing, but there could be no one-size-fits-all solution.
We are benefiting from also those who are not active in PDPs but who increase the visibility of NCUC. As you (you?) mentioned, we are so diversified :)

Edward Morris: (13:46) To all: Are you or have you been members of any working group? If not, do you intend to join any WG and, if so, which one? Will you commit to prioritizing giving travel support to those involved in active policy processes rather than giving it those who claim support strictly because of their position?

Amr Elsadr: (13:46) @Tat: it did make sense, but would ideally not place the burden of mentorship on your shoulders. I would think that some organizing inreach around issues could be done, and match-making with other members who are experts on these issues could be helpful. Just a thought.

Tatiana Tropina: (13:46) Amr, I agree, it's a joint effort that requires joint efforts.

Tatiana Tropina: (13:47) dam what did I write hehehe. My chat is a disaster, it's such a small window I can't read what I wrote or what other people write.

Carlos Gutierrez (Costa Rica): (13:47) @Tatiana i suggest leaving the chat for questions for the time being.

Carlos Gutierrez (Costa Rica): (13:48) Joao has a terrible echo

Maryam Bakoshi: (13:48) Please to ask a question follow the format <QUESTION> text <QUESTION>

Maryam Bakoshi: (13:49) thank you!

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (13:49) I am keeping my hand up then to be back at queue and answer Ines question later.

Maryam Bakoshi: (13:49) Renata you may drop your hand.

Amr Elsadr: (13:49) @Renata: Thanks for the answer. Agree with your second form of engagement, but on the first..., NCUC already has tons of members from SA, AF and AP. It's just that their input on policy matters is non-existent. More outreach, with no means to get new members involved in the
work will not help much. But that's where the second part of your answer comes in. :)  
  Maryam Bakoshi: (13:49) Rafik will call you when its time  
  Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (13:49) maryam ah ok maryam  
  Maryam Bakoshi: (13:49) Thank you!  
  Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (13:50) I can also answer Carlos question if no other candidate comes forward  
  Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (13:50) w 2 words comprising my answer in total  
  Carlos Gutierrez (Costa Rica): (13:50) Thanks Renata  
  Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (13:50) :)  
  Amr Elsadr: (13:52) For the record..., my question was specific to GNSO work, not broad IG stuff that is outside of the remit of the GNSO (which the NCUC is a part of).  
  Raoul Plommer: (13:52) it's really quiet again.  
  Farzaneh Badii: (13:52) that is why we need to be clear about our mission Amr.  
  Amr Elsadr: (13:53) @Farzi: +1  
  Raoul Plommer: (13:53) Talk closer to the mic Anna.  
  Anna Loup: (13:53) sorry raoul  
  Amr Elsadr: (13:53) @Anna: Thank YOU.  
  Carlos Gutierrez (Costa Rica): (13:53) Thanks Anna  
  Joao Carlos Caribe: (13:53) i can't see the end of questions  
  David Cake: (13:53) I understand Amr, but harder to recruit people to GNSO work when there is limited connection in general IG space as well.  
  Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (13:54) Amr being involved in GNSO work can be quite challenging at 1st so I building bridges before starting there is important. But also mentorship is key here.  
  Amr Elsadr: (13:55) @David: Understood..., but NCUC already has hundreds of members. I'm not saying they all need to participate in PDP WGs, but how are their views on gTLD policies being cultivated and represented?
Carlos Gutierrez (Costa Rica): (13:55) @Dave any CCWG accepts as many observers as possible.

Amr Elsadr: (13:55) @David: This has always been a duty of regional EC members in the NCUC bylaws.

Glenn McKnight: (13:56) The auction proceeds focus has to be within the scope of ICANN mission.

Farzaneh Badii: (13:56) my objective is any project that advance noncommercial registrants rights

Farzaneh Badii: (13:56) registrants are overlooked in this space

Amr Elsadr: (13:57) @Farzi: +1 again.

Raoul Plommer: (13:57) I want to answer Carlos's question.

Anna Loup: (13:57) For Carlos's question

David Cake: (13:58) We would be participating only as observers most likely, I do think this is a very important issue that we have been not as engaged with as we should be so far. I

David Cake: (13:58) I do think the Auction proceeds is one where there should be active coordination with the EC, more than most policy processes.

Carlos Gutierrez (Costa Rica): (13:59) @Farzi good point!!! thanks

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (13:59) @Amr one of the key answers to you is in Ines' question. Youth enrolls pretty fast but they are not in PDPs. If invited to take on responsibilities, they will do it.

Ines Hfaiedh: (14:00) absolutely @Farzaneh

Carlos Gutierrez (Costa Rica): (14:00) @Raoul, thanks for your answer

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (14:00) Pair that w/ capacity building and there is a way, where there is a will :)

Amr Elsadr: (14:02) @Renata: Never got the impression that invitations is all they need. There was an interesting survey done by the fellowship program over a year ago that covered this. Indicated many reasons why folks are not engaging. And
like I said, participation in PDP WGs is not the only level of participation.

Carlos Gutierrez (Costa Rica): (14:02) @Benjamin very good points (pilot projects and multilingualism)

Carlos Gutierrez (Costa Rica): (14:02) thank you

Amr Elsadr: (14:02) Language has always been an obstacle for non-English native speakers.

Carlos Gutierrez (Costa Rica): (14:03) @Amr +1

Amr Elsadr: (14:03) Time constraints..., lack of understanding of the issues..., and many more.

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (14:04) yes, but there is language and jargon. So 2 things there to deal that capacity building can address too.

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (14:04) having materials in spanish, for instance

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (14:05) call is pretty broken up could not hear the last 2 min

Carlos Gutierrez (Costa Rica): (14:05) <Question to any Candidate> the new gTLD program didn’t reach the global south and the 2013 RAA is too expwnsive for Registries to make those small markets interesting. ¿Do we leave small country in the hands of ccTLD monoploies and mayor resellers like Go Daddy?

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (14:06) hand up to carlos last question

Carlos Gutierrez (Costa Rica): (14:07) @Renata thnak

Joao Carlos Caribe: (14:07) Good question Carlos, If there was no time to answer now, please raise again on discussion group

Carlos Gutierrez (Costa Rica): (14:07) <last question to any candidate> if you forget about procedures, which take most of our time in the GNSO, waht is your vision for the GNSO?

Carlos Gutierrez (Costa Rica): (14:07) May be a closing statement
Edward Morris: (14:08) The link to other staff members - great idea Farzi!
Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (14:08) also want to address gnso futures question
Carlos Gutierrez (Costa Rica): (14:08) Please update whiteboard
Maryam Bakoshi: (14:08) All, please could you kindly not add/remove questions to the whiteboard
Maryam Bakoshi: (14:09) we are losing some questions. Thanks!
Rafik (Chair): (14:09) yes please. I think one question to tatiana was removed
Elsa S: (14:11) Really nice to hear all of these ideas. Hello all
Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (14:12) I missed the question about small markets Carlos did. The answer is No, No, No, No. These are specific targets group which have to be addressed and invited to participate on PDPs.
Amr Elsadr: (14:14) Good question Ed.
Edward Morris: (14:15) Sorry for double "strictly's"
Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (14:15) Ed great question
Rafik (Chair): (14:15) maybe emphasisig the strictly ;) 
Ines Hfaiedh: (14:16) Thank you Ed for this question
Carlos Gutierrez (Costa Rica): (14:17) who is speaking?? sorry
Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (14:18) <to all> can we have a list of which wgs do candidates participate in, whether as observers or members? this can be done on the list too
Amr Elsadr: (14:18) @Carlos: Quesion on your question ;-):
Did you mean RAA (Registrar Accreditation Agreement) or RA (Registrar Agreement)?
Farzaneh Badii: (14:18) Tatiana
Maryam Bakoshi: (14:18) Tatia Tropina is speaking
Maryam Bakoshi: (14:18) *Tatiana
Carlos Gutierrez (Costa Rica): (14:18) @Amr 2013 RAA
Amr Elsadr: (14:18) @Carlos: Sorry..., meant RA (Registry Agreement).
Carlos Gutierrez (Costa Rica): (14:18) Registrar
Carlos Gutierrez (Costa Rica): (14:18) the ones who should be serving the regions
Amr Elsadr: (14:18) Not clear on how the 2013 RAA affects registries from developing countries.
Carlos Gutierrez (Costa Rica): (14:19) @AMR sicne the 2013 RAA came out, the suppor of Registrars to undesereved areas has been going DOWN
Carlos Gutierrez (Costa Rica): (14:20) this has been docuemnt in the 3 regional DNS market studies ICANN commisioned
Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (14:21) carlos, amr underserved regions need to be targeted w/ specific programs like the SIDS alliance, local research incentives etc
Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (14:21) agree w/ carlos that the studies results are scary
Carlos Gutierrez (Costa Rica): (14:21) @Renata the DNS market studies comissioned by ICANN have analyzed a lot, but suggested little in terms of recommendations
Amr Elsadr: (14:21) @Carlos: Interesting. Need to look into this. If anything, my impression is that registrars have never been engaged with developing markets until the regional strategies began. Have been seeing existing registrars mentoring folks in AF and SA. Still unclear on what that has to do with the new gTLD program though.
Carlos Gutierrez (Costa Rica): (14:24) @Amir new gTLD raised the bar and the costs for Regsitrar agreements a lot (safeguards, insurance, PICs, etc.)
Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (14:25) (sorry it was noisy here) Joao Carlos Caribe: (14:25) and me Rafik I wanna answer Benjamin Akinmoyeje (Nigeria): (14:25) Maryam my call dropped
Rafik (Chair): (14:26) @joao better to lower hand when you intervene and then raise it again to be in queue
Joao Carlos Caribe: (14:26) done
Amr Elsadr: (14:26) @Carlos: Will look into it. Was not aware that insurance premiums were raised as a result of the new gTLD program, but PICS are in the RA, not RAA.
Elsa S: (14:26) Interesting question Ed. I'm personally taking part in two working groups: the RDS PDP and CCWP ones. I found a place for my voice there. As for travel support, I guess the new EC should create a set of strict guidelines based on merit and how much of a commitment these people would show in terms of engagement.
Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (14:26) so just to summarize my response - wgs are a great school and incentive to become observer at least should exist. reps should report about wgs they are in. travel support needs to join 2 things: engagement w/ wgs and actions in constituency
Elsa S: (14:27) (Sorry that I won't be able to speak, mty voice is completely gone)
Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (14:27) Elsa, good to see a SIG graduate here too
Edward Morris: (14:27) @Farzi. You also volunteered to help lead a subgroup of CEP: you are everywhere: thanks so much.
Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (14:28) +1 thanks Rafik
Tatiana Tropina: (14:28) Rafik yes yes thank you you have been an amazing chair
Edward Morris: (14:28) +100 for Rafik!
Ines Hfaiedh: (14:28) Thank you Rafik!
Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (14:28) +1 Farzi wg participation is amazing
Elsa S: (14:28) Great point Farzi, +1 Rafik!
Joao Carlos Caribe: (14:28) Carlos for LAC region we need to start working close to LACNIC to identify the opportunities for gTLD and also on the same time identify the markets. I
did a short at Brazil and is difficult to show the advantages of gTLD

Amr Elsadr: (14:29) Rafiks's been a great asset to the NCSG and NCUC while chairing both. Gratitude!!

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (14:29) oops raised hand by mistake, lowered

Amr Elsadr: (14:30) Thanks for making the effort Benjamin.

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (14:30) @amr @carlos registrars can't work isolated, in underserved regions DNS mkt incentives have to take into account the supply chain and capacity building work

Hupsel: (14:30) i have interesting for the gTLD

Hupsel: (14:32) i´m in Brazil and i could work for this

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (14:32) my question left out of whiteboard: can we have a list of candidates wgs participation?

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (14:32) (not sure if this should be oral response though)

Rafik (Chair): (14:32) you will follow-up the question in ncuc list

Amr Elsadr: (14:32) @Renata: Agree, but as far as registrars are concerned, regionally based ones could have a great advantage of serving their customers in local languages. This is slowly becoming a reality in terms of end-to-end services, even including internationalized registration data.

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (14:32) Rafik thanks

Carlos Gutierrez (Costa Rica): (14:33) Good idea Rafik. But urgently!!!!

Rafik (Chair): (14:33) maryam will compile the remainign questions and asking members to add more in the list

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (14:33) great

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (14:33) tks Rafik

Tatiana Tropina: (14:34) WG participation can be different. For exaxmple, I am on RDS but I am not active there, reading
the list. Is it participation? Compare to my CCWG involvement - hardly.

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (14:35) I agree some wgs are more difficult than the others. HR was the challenging for me and I thought it wouldn't be.

Amr Elsadr: (14:35) @TaT: Different forms of participation..., all good in my book.

Carlos Gutierrez (Costa Rica): (14:35) @DaveCake thank you for your good answer based on your longstanding experience in the GNSO!!! Thanks

Elsa S: (14:36) Thanks Rafik, I made a small intervention above. Unfortunately, don't have a voice to speak!

Carlos Gutierrez (Costa Rica): (14:36) Vey good call with a lot of fresh volunteers. Good luck to all of you. I have to leave the call now. have a nice weekend

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (14:36) Carlos thanks for the questions/insights

Tatiana Tropina: (14:36) @Amr ok :) good to hear, because sometimes I feel miserable that I can't be active everywhere (but I do follow some of the groups trying to figure out how to jump when my help is necessary)

Anna Loup: (14:36) Thanks Carlos!

Elsa S: (14:36) Please feel free to send me any question and I'd be more than happy to answer bilaterally as well

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (14:37) @TaT talk to fellows about feeling miserable. As Amr pointed out, barriers to participation are many

Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (14:37) And on the language front, ICANN translated infographics need another translation to human language sometimes

Tatiana Tropina: (14:38) Renata, I know it very well. I thought after my 1st and 2nd ICANN meetings that I never come back.

Amr Elsadr: (14:38) @Renata @All: Fellowship survey results here: https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-
Robin Gross: (14:38) Very helpful call, Rafik. Thanks for organizing!
Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (14:38) @hupsel where are you in Brazil?
Amr Elsadr: (14:38) Thanks to all the candidates for participating in the call. Best of luck to you all.
Robin Gross: (14:39) Impressive slate of candidates. Thank you, candidates!!!
Edward Morris: (14:39) +1 Amr. It's great to see so many people stepping up to volunteer - thanks to all of you!
GZ Kabir: (14:39) Thanks Rafik for the wonderful job you are doing and will do
Amr Elsadr: (14:39) @Rafik: Big +1.
Elsa S: (14:39) Thank you Rafik! Very inspiring words. And good luck Farzi, good luck to all
Tatiana Tropina: (14:40) Rafik, thank you so much, so well said! And good luck to all of us :-) 
Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (14:40) @amr thanks for sharing this material, indeed very important
Farzaneh Badii: (14:40) thanks everyone for attending Joao Carlos Caribe: (14:40) Thanks for the opportunity and excellent questions
Ines Hfaiedh: (14:40) Thank you Rafik and everyone who joined the call. Good luck for all!
Anna Loup: (14:40) Good luck to all! Thank you Rafik!
Renata Aquino Ribeiro: (14:40) Thank you all
Thato Mfikwe: (14:40) Thanks everyone, very informative session.
Edward Morris: (14:41) OK Rafik. Time to come to Council. :)
Maryam Bakoshi: (14:41) Thanks all!
Farzaneh Badii: (14:41) bye
Amr Elsadr: (14:41) Thanks all. Bye.
Tatiana Tropina: (14:41) thanks all! bye!
Benjamin Akinmoyeje (Nigeria): (14:41) Bye
Robin Gross: (14:41) thanks, bye!
Raoul Plommer: (14:41) Cheers!
Anna Loup: (14:41) Bye!